grand
design
designer stephen bezas brings a
classical touch to long island design
by elyce neuhauser
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designer’s portfolio
MIDST THE AMIABLE SHOPS AND BUSINESSES
that line Cold Spring Harbor’s Main Street sits a perfectly
charming building with a painted yellow brick façade. The
countrified edifice fits in perfectly here among the establishments
filled with antiques, accessories, candles and art, yet its homespun
exterior belies what’s inside: the sleek, understated offices of Beztech,
the design firm of Stephen Bezas.
Bezas welcomes visitors into his studio, a cool, clean space
grounded by a cross-cut travertine floor and highlighted by custom
two-piece crown molding. Stone samples and swatch books make
their home at the base of the walls, painted a soothing shade of
putty. Wearing angular wire glasses and elegant but understated
black trousers and silk t-shirt, Bezas is at once urbane and selfassured yet welcoming and quite down to earth.
“We design homes inside and out, soup to nuts,” he says,
“...anything from a grand residence to simply one room, on a
certain level of course.”

A

THAT LEVEL IS HIGH END. VERY HIGH END. Bezas designs everything from villas, restaurants and day spas to mantels, furniture and
wrought iron entry gates for some of the wealthiest clients, not only
on Long Island, but throughout the country and across the globe.
His firm can outfit a home from fabrics to flatware. Without
discussing his fees, Bezas did reveal the cost of his custom furniture: from $9,000 for a small dining table to upwards of $25,000 for
an armoire.
In fact, it is designing furniture that is
giving him quite a thrill these days. “I’ll tell
you, I’m getting a kick out of it,” he says. “I
absolutely love it.” Previously, he customdesigned furnishings solely to work in specific
clients’ accommodations. Now he is crafting
pieces for his own line, as well as for The Pace
Collection, a high-end collection of contemporary furniture, which will be available through
designers and select showrooms. Using
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: This swimming pool overlooking Oyster Bay
mahogany, maple burl, natural sapeli and elm was designed into the hill to maximize the views; a building designed
burl in a range of veneers, he admits that the both as a cabana and art studio using elements already articulated on
whole process begins with a doodle. “I start on the main house’s exterior. An entablature sits atop Tuscan pilasters and
yellow tracing paper and then add layer upon wraps around the building; theater light detail of custom art deco
styled sandblasted glass lighting fixtures sitting atop anegre bases with
layer of details until it’s ready.”
ebonized fluting; an entablature embellished with circular medallions,
Bezas’ design room is indeed filled with sits atop Tuscan columns and encircles this rotunda. The dome is illurolls and rolls of crinkled yellow tracing paper, minated by indirect lighting concealed above the entablature, a detail
the product of hours spent designing, of Ionic order limestone façade for Old Westbury Residence, with
wrought iron and frosted glass entry doors; custom precast coping
redesigning and redesigning yet again. “We
and granite stairs lead to fountain beyond; and a theater featuring
go through rolls of tracing paper refining anegre wood with black scalloped details and custom cove lighting
designs,” he says. “It’s here where we can above the screen and in the ceiling.
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CLOCKWISE THIS PAGE, FROM LEFT:
A table base scroll detail; original
design sketch of table base; elegant
flatware design with scrolls and fluting; Detail of Tuscan order columns
and entablature details to Lloyd Neck pavilion overlooking Cold Spring
Harbor; a spacious seven-foot wide hallway with
barrel-vaulted ceiling connects a bedroom suite to
a generous bathroom and closets; a Neoclassical
residential design proposal fora Cove Neck residence that was to be built adjacent to Theodore
Roosevelt’s residence, Sagamore Hill, and to overlook Oyster Bay; and a Mahoghany library with
Ionic pilasters flanking leather-bound books.
NEXT PAGE: Interior of a bedroom suite. The
bedroom’s Palladian French doors and windows
offer luxurious views of a terrace, swimming
pool and lawn.
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tweak the designs, adjust certain dimensions so
everything is in proportion. It’s the point of refinement that’s so important.”
As a student at the School of Visual Arts in the 1970s,
Bezas studied under the tutelage of renowned artist,
Chuck Close. “He really inspired me,” Bezas says, recalling the first time Close brought him to his studio and he
got a glimpse of his “10 foot by 12 foot paintings – you just didn’t
believe it, he was so extraordinarily accomplished.” Other influences
include classical Roman architects Marcus Vitruvius Pollio and Andrea
Palladio as well as their esteemed modern-day counterparts, Richard
Meier and Charles Gwathmey. Working for Dallek Design Group and
Daroff Design Group and then his own firm Bezas-Cerami Inc. with partner Joseph Cerami, Bezas immersed himself in contemporary design,
building houses as well as working on their interiors.
In the early 90s, Bezas was hired to work on a Byzantine church. “The
shell was constructed but they were concerned about certain design
elements,” Bezas recalls. “As we were researching it, going back to classical and Byzantine style architecture, I realized that certain design
elements that I was using for my contemporary spaces also existed in
these classical styles. It was amazing and very familiar to me – the grid
systems, the play of positive and negative
spaces...” This project became a turning point
in his career, offering a new perspective on his
way of designing. Presently, Bezas favors classical design, especially a symmetrical cruciform layout with center rotunda, which he has
made his signature.
“Symmetry is wonderful,” he says, referring to the cruciform layouts he favors. “It’s
not always easy to accomplish but it creates

such grandness and absolute drama and that is
one of the most important elements, as far as I’m
concerned.”
“When you walk into a space that is symmetrical it feels comfortable,” he continues. “There
is a formality and elegance to it no matter how
much you downplay it. It has its own order and
rhythm to it.”
With that, he takes out a book of architecture
by McKim, Mead and White. “Look at these
columns – they have a beat.” He taps slowly and
steadily on each column in the cover photograph.
“Then within this beat, you have the fluting...” he
continues his steady tapping and then adds a
quicker staccato beat with his other hand. “Then
you add this element here, the dentil blocks
under the cornice molding, which is another
beat. That is the rhythm of this building.”
Bezas, who is a guitarist, professes a love of
listening to orchestral music such as Beethoven’s
Ninth while designing. “The subtleties and
complexities in the music are the same as those
in design,” he says, admittedly waxing poetic.
“All the little nuances that may seem incidental
are so important – they are there for a reason.” It’s
with this attention to detail, this care and effort
that Bezas nurtures each project. Ultimately it
gives his work a tangible sincerity, that with all
its grandeur comes off not stuffy or ostentatious,
but warm and inviting, just like him.
“I don’t do anything for the sake of being
different,” he maintains. “I strive to do something well. One of my clients whose home I
designed just told me, ‘I’m still finding things in
this house that amaze me.’ I get choked up
when I think about it. It takes tremendous effort
and I love that it makes people happy.”

